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The primary concern of this project is to provide overall guide with some 

possible solutions to common hardware problems, so that the Computer U~)er 

can perform prev ntive maintenance to keep their computers in good 

working conditioll. 

Trouble shooting chart menu is included for better trouble shooting and 

repaIrs. Also a rapid technique of trouble shooting and I iaintenance tutor 

program is developed for computer users . 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 GI~NERAL INTRODUCnON 

1.1 INTRODvC~'IuN 

The aim oflhis project is to help create awareness towards fun understanding of the 

pn:senl or ii.lture personal computer (PC), so that it can be ea~;ily used and not (cared. 

The project i~ designed to give an overview o[wilat makes up a computer system and 

expert techniques (method) of diagnosing the faulty components and the various 

methods of rl:Juirs. 

Computers are thought delicate because they are built from supposedly delicate 

electronic circuits, the same ones that their manufacturers warn about holding a meta! 

pmt of the system un it in order to discharge the pulses ofstatic electricity th,t can 

damage the circuits. We could see that computer literacy has ':)ecome a nel.;essity in 

today'::; world. There is virtually no aspect of human endeavor that has not been 

touched b~, the impact of computers. These hitherto prcsumedfragitc-machines have 

becolile i'.Ul ()~'human lives such that it has become a necessity for any individual or 

organization that needs to process information accurately and with speed, 

Secretaries Ill'cd computers for effective word. processing, doctors need them for 

el1i l.. ~u ; t ;:'<'fir;nt's management, bankers lise them to enhance and maintain current 

account and global bankin;' services. Computers aid engineers, lawyers, 

librarians and cv<.:,-/ other professional in every fields ofhunmn endeavours. 



1.2 COMI)tJTF.RS IN nISTORICAI, ,'F,RSPf.CTIVE I 

A computer is a programmable electronic device that can store, retrieve and process 

data. It is a device that is capable to accept data through any of the input devices, 

process the data, and produce the output through any of the output devices. This 

mac line (or device) executes tasks on reqUGit, according to the way in which these 

tasks are described. 

There arc t \.YO m<~or categories of computers, fl<.lmciy: Digital Computers and Analog 

computer~, 

1.2. t ANALO(~ COM I'UTEI S 

Analog wmpulers work hy translating constantly changing pllysicul conditions (such 

as r:1pemtt e, pressure, or vo ltage) into corresponding mechanical or electrical 

quantities. They ofTer continuous solutions to t'lC problems on which they arc 

operating. F r cX2mpie, an automobile speedometer is a mechanical analog computer 

that measure~; the rotations per minute of the: d iv(; shaH and translates t!mt 

nlcasurement into a display of miles per hour. 

1.2.2 DIGITAL COMl)UTEHS 

A computer can recognize only two states in each of its millions of circuit switches -

on )f of or high voltage or low voltage. 

By assigning binary numbers to these states ---I [or ON amI 0 lor OFF, f()r example 

and lillkin ~ :1nny ;::w itcbes together, a computer can represent any type of data from 

numters to k;Uers to musical notes. This process is called digitization. 
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1.3 THE GENfl:RATiONS OF DJGITAL COMl'UTERS 

Compute~;s have been generally classified into a number of generations on basis of 

their technology. 

1.:1.1 THE FIRST GENEIlATiON 

The tirst general thought of an electronic computer was electronic numcrical 

Integration and calculator (EW[AC) . It was built in 1946 by Maunchy and Eckert 

at the Uluversity of Pennsylvania. The most popular model of the first generation 

computers was 113M 650 developed in 1994, which was capable of supporting 

both scientific and business applications. 

1.3.2 TilE SECONO GENERATION 

This generalion of computers evolved as a result of technological advances in 

electronic and solid state physics. The most popular model of this generation is 

the H3M 1401. Many important developments were made during this, period. 

This gcn~rat i()n employed transistor, diodes and the printed orient board type at 

writing. The comput.ers of this getlcration generate less heart, were more reliable 

and considerably reduced t.he physical size of the hard ware. 

The second generution computers made great use of high-speed magnetic tape 

units (or reading and writing data. There eyjst also technological advancement in 

data transmission and communication devices motivates real time and time 

sharing computer system. Data can be scnt to and received fTom both local and 

remote data processing canters. 
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1.3.3 THE '1'1111.0 GENERATION 

The period 1964 was dominated by the thjrd-gencration of computers, the most 

popular model of this generation \-vas the IBM 360. During this pcriod, mini

computers, were developed. The important development of this generation 

illcludcs the monolithic intcgratcd circuitry and hybrid int.egratcd circuitry was 

developed to replace the diodes and transistors characteristics of the second 

gencratioll computers. Mono li thic circuitry is concerncd with the placing of 

clement uf a circuit (transistors, resistors and diodes) on a chip at a lime. 

1.3.4 THE FOllRTH GI!:NERATION 

'I he fi.>urth generation of' computers took ofT in the 70's and e,' ists till today. 

The first affordable desktop computer designed specificaUy tor personal use was 

called Altair 8800 and was sold by Micro Instrumentation Telemetry Systems in 

1974. In 1977 Tandy Corporation became til(; first m~jor electronics finn to 

produce a personal computer. They added a keyboard and CRT to their computer 

and ollercd a means 0 f storing programs on a cassette recorder. Soon a l1crward, a 

small company named Apple Comput.er, f()ullded by engineer Stephen Wozniak 

and entrepreneur Steven Jobs, began producing a superior computer. 

113M introduced its Personal Computer, or PC, in 1981. As a result of competition 

fi'OlTI the makers of clones (computers that worked exactly like an IBM-PC), the 

price of personal computers (ell drastically. Today's personal computer is 400 

timt;s fas CI' than ENIAC, 3,000 times lighter, and several million dollars cheaper. 
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In rapid slI ::.cession computers have shrunk from tabletop to laptop and fmany to 

palm size. With some personal compl.\~ers, called pen-pads, people can even write 

directly on an etched-glass, liquid-crystal screen using a small electronic stylus, 

and words will appear on the screen in clean typescript. 

The following arc the important devc\opment of this generation: 

a. Large··scale integrated series 

b. User-friendly intcrf~lces 

c. Fask ' memories and mass storage 

d. Improved son-ware. 

1.3.5 THE FIFTH GENRATION 

The cOilvcntional computers arc widely applied in routine husiness data 

processing and in mathematical - statistical calculations in science and 

<.; gmeermg m the Japanese National Government has initiated a revolutionary 

towards the development of the tr'w generation computers described a') tilth 

generation. Is what they referred to as t lC artificial inteUigence, The fifth 

generation computer is based on a new architecture, which support velY large 

memory, high parallel processing and reasoning. Thus these generation can learn, 

associate, make references, take decision and otherwise behave in ways we have 

always considered the exclusive province of hl!man reasoning. 

1.4 OHJECTIVES 

The airn anJ objectives of this project are to enable the computer users to be 

onversant with their computers and also be able to provide an overall trouble 

shooting/maintenance guide. With some possible solutions to common problems. 
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Hence the user can carry out. practical maintenance work such as follows: 

I. Familiarize themselves with th~ cOHiponents inside the computer 

2. Deals with computer equipment without (car 

3. Pcrionn daily maintenance routine 

4. Carry out monthly, quarterly and annual maintenance 'outine 

5. Check and locate taulty device 

6. Upgrade the system memory 

7. In::;tall peripheral device like printer, monitor, mouse, disk drive, etc 

8. Distinguish between hardware and software faul ts 

9. To be able to detect virus on the system 

10. Troubleshoot computer system to board level 

1 t. To be able to troubleshoot and carry out minor repairs on printers e.g. Dot 

Matrix 

12. To be able to replace (au It and detect faulty cards c.g. power card. 

1.5 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of this study is to examine the present ways of maintaining and 

tro uble shooting Gate Way 2000 PC and to proffer the morl: effective, easier, time 

conserving less labor method oftroubleshootillg operations. 

1.6 SOURCE OF DATA AND INFORMATION OF Tln~ STUDY 

The data and information used in this stmIy were obtained from textbooks, 

jtJurnals, halld books, handout, manual and notebooks. 
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Data and information were also collected from Electronic/Computer Scientist, 

users, and p rsonal (;<xpericllce. 

1.7 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The researcher hopes that this study would : 

L Contribute in no small measure in both theory and practical to the 

existing pool of knowledge about computer maintenance and 

troubleshooting 

II. Reduce "trial and Error" method or maintaining and 

troubleshooting Gate Way PC. 

1.8 NEE)) FOR THE STUDY 

I. The need was as a result of the observation made on the present methods 

or carrying out repairs~ maintaining and troubleshooting gate way pc, 

II. Many a times technicians spent undue lime in order to carry out 

repairs; while some cause more damage than how it was. 

III. There should be proper logging of troubleshooting using the right 

peg for the right hole. 

1.9 LIMITATION Oft' THE STUDY 

The work is locuscd on computer maintenance and troubleshoot1ng operations, 

The study will not be good enough for a computer scientist that knows nothing 

about engineering basics. 
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Th~ e>:tenl \)1' Ihis work can only serve as a guide to the likely problem(s). The 

write up can never be substitute l(H the many Icature manllal Icircuit diagram or 

the computer. 

1.10 F:QUfPM ENT/TOOLS NEEDED FOR TROUBLSHOOTING 

I-Complete.: te ol b·:):,\. 

I-Digital M ult.imeter 

I-Bottle of Disk Cleaning Alcoho l (Ethanol) 

l -PClcket of Li It- frcc dot or cotton s\,,'abs 

i-Scratch floppy diskctles 

l-Diagnostic Floppy diskettes preferably 3.25" type 

\- Vacum Clealler (Electric blower). 
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CHAPTER 'rvlo 

2.1 DEFINiTiONS 

RAM RAM (an acronym of Ralldom Access Memory) refers to the types of 

memory dl:viccs whcrehy any location in memory can be found (located), on 

average, as quickly as any other location. Computer internal memories and disk 

memories .1rc~ random access memories. A major charactcristic of RAM is that 

the time it Idhc::- ~'O write onto or read data ii-om the memory locat ion is tbe same. 

Also access to data is random instead of sequential. That is, to access a particular 

stored data, the exact memory location in which the data resides is read. The 

s>stcm dOl.':'; not have to start rcading the first data and follow the search in 

sequence !() access the requ ired data. 

ROM I or (an acronym of Read-Only-Memory) is a special memory that can 

bl: read [rom but not written into. 1 OM is a type of computer memory, vvhich 

contains computer instructions tbat do '10i. need to be changed, such as the 

instruct\,)J1S for calculating arithmetic [unctions. The computer can read 

instructions o ut of ROM, but no data can be deleted from it or added to it. The 

switches of ROM chips are set when thcy arc ITIC'.tlufactured and 

unchangeable. The patterns on these chips correspond to commands and 

programs that the computcr needs in order to boot up, or ready itself jur 

opcralio~l, arid lv carry out basic operations. Because Read-Only-Memory is 
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actually a combination of hardwarc (microchips) and soflwar~ (programs), it is 

otten rei"errcll to as flrmware. 

However, th~re are special kinds of ROM that can be programmed as well as 

some that can be erased. These are PROM (Programmable Read-Only-Memory) 

and ":PROM (Erasable Programmable Read-Only-Memory). 

MlCROPROCESSOR A complex electronic chip, which is at the heart of a 

microcomputer providing the CPU of the system. Microprocessors are also used 

for control purposes or many machines and appliances, and domestic and 

industrial equipment. 

A microprocessor unit is used to refcr to the pl·mary part of a microcomputer. It 

consists of all ALU, some main memory, usually fi:Jr control, input/output 

intcrlace deviccs, ctc. 

microprocessor's capacity. 

Computer capability is usually defined by thc 

MEMORY Memory is divided into a large number 0[" separate locations, each 

of which can h Id a piece of data. Each memory location has an address than can 

be used to refer 'to it when data is stored in it o[ retrieved fi·om it. We can 

visualizc mC11l0ry as a set of post offiee boxes, with the box numbers as the 

addresses used to designate particular locations. 

INPU ·-OuTPUT (I/O) I npul is generally referred to as the data and 

instructions cplered into a computer, perhaps via a keyboard or diskette. \Vhile 

Output is all information received from the systeIT4 perhaps as hard copy pdntol.lt 

or as display on the screen. 
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BOOTING Is the term u~cd normaUy to refer to putting tbe computer on, i.e . 

starting the computer. This enables the reading of computer programs i.nto the 

computer, a kchnique known as bootstrap. 

HiT (an ac,ronym of Binary Digit), is the smallest unit of information that can 

be held on a computer. Bits are repn;scnted on computers by two-state devices. 

These devices are called two-state u:.cause they could only represent either 0 state 

or 1 state. 

BYTE 1\ bytc is the unit of computer storage or da~.a representation. It is 

thc smallc~;t group ot" bit, which can be addressed individually. 1\ byte usual1y 

contains eight (X) bits. Each byte corresponds to one character of data (a 

chanlc{cr is a symbol in a sct of symbols) . The most common expression used to 

represent a computer's capacity, lor instance is the Kilobyte (K(3), which is 1024 

bytes. 

Mi~GA ~~.vT[ lOOO byte in terms or memory. Is a unit or computer 

memory which can be represented by l048576 ( 2 x 1020
) byte. 

nATA UN T Data Unit is a set of one or more characters treated as an whole 

FH!:LI) A Geld is a group of adjacent characters. It is a sct of data 

positions treated as L1nit e.g. a name fie ld ete. Each field ran be referred to as a 

Data Item. 

REconn A record is a collection of related data item (fields) . A group of 

related records is called a file . 

FILE 1\ file is generally a collection of inic)nnation slorcd as records. Files are 

stored in 'l~cmory devices such as a disk mcmory or tape memory. It is a group of 

related records, such as payro ll files, studellt file, etc. 

1.1 
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DATA BASI!: a da::lbase is imply a collection of data arranged in files used for 

more than onc purpose. Thus, database fiks CUil be used for payron as well as 

personnel systems, for instance. Each of th; applications w1ll make use of 

particular liekb that are relevant to its processes. 

LOG IC BOMBS, VIRUSES, AND WORMS In an efrort to 

sabotage other people's computers, some computer users (sometimes 

call ' hackers) create software that can manipulatc or destroy ano ther 

computer's programs or data. One such program, called a logic bomb, 

consists of a sel of instructions entered into a computer's software. When 

activated, it takes control or the computer's programs. A virus attaches 

itself to a program, oiten in the computer's operating system, an then 

copies itsct[ onto other programs with which it comes in contact. Viruses 

can spread trom one computer to another by way of exchanged disks or 

programs sent through telephone lines. Worms arc self-contained 

programs that enter a computer and gc.lcrate their ovvn commands. Logic 

bon bs, viruses, and worms, if undetected, may be powerful eno ugh to 

cause a whole computer system to crash. 

DRi VE (HiSK D I~J VE) A drive is a devicc t.hal moves tape or disk 

past a read/write head. It is synonymous with a "ideo head in that the 

mo 'cmel caused by the device enables the system to read the magnetized 

content oCthe disk or lape, or to write onto the disk or tape. 

12 
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Evel) ' drive has a unique name, which is used to jd(~ntity it. The hard disk 

drive is usually rclcrrcd to as C drive (C prompl - C:\.» . Other drives arc 

identified with letter s A - Z according to the number of the drives 

avail: ble. nos no n tally assigns these drive letters to the diskette drives 

and to the fixed disk in your computer. 

To c; ange from onc dri ve to another, just type the name of the drive at the 

pro mpt with a colon (:). If for instance, you want to reference a file that 

is in a floppy disk, insert the disk. in the 'a' drive and type a: at the C:\> 

and p:-.. ~ss the return key. This changes the prompt to A:\> signifying that 

you can now access any file in the diskette. 

Lf an error message orthis nature appeared 

Not ready reading drive A 

Abort, R.etry, fai ? 

T. e drive door may not have been dosed properly or the diskette not 

properly inserted, or that it is not t<mnatted. If the error is due improper 

closure or insertion, correct the mistake and type r to Retry. 

DRIVERS A driver device is usually an Operating System (O/S) 

module that contro ls specific input/output peripherals. Each o f these 

pr r; .. l;'):! ra:s usually comes with its driver, which is insta lled onto the 

computer to enable it to recognize and communicate with it. A mouse, for 

instance, will be unusable wilhout a mouse driver :.n.stalled. This is also 

applicable to CD ROM and printers (unless if an i n~ tal1ed printer has the 
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sam or similar properties with the one to be instnlled, in which case it 

will be simulated and used). 

AR!TH METI.C/LOGIC UNIT (ALU) The section of the central 

processing unit that performs arithmetic and logic operations. 

BINARY CODE A coding system that uses twc alternative elements 

- 0 or 1, TRUE or FALSE, voltage or no voltage - to represent numbers, 

characters. and symbols. 

CEN'rRAL 11ROCESSING UNIT (CPU) The main part of a computer. 

Contains internal memory, a arithmetic/logic ullit, and control circuitry 

and performs data-processing and timing and controlling fimctions. 

CONTROL UNIT The part of the central processing unit that 

determines the sequence of computer activities, interprets instructions, and 

COl l.ru ls the way in which those instructions are carried out. 

DATA I)ROCESSI NG The converting of raw data to machine-

readable form and its subsequent processing (as storing, updating, 

comhining, rearranging, or printing) by a computer. 

A thin flexible plastic disk that stores data in the 

form of magnetic patterns on its surface. 

microcomputers. 

Used primarily in 

A diagram that uses connecting lines and a set of 

conventional symbols to show the sequence of operations and the flow of 

data in a computer program. 

14 



The physical components 0 f a computer system, 

suel1 as the chips, disk drive:>, monitor, alid other devices. Distinguished 

li'ol11 software. 

Data to be processed that is entered into the computer from 

a keyboard, disk drive, or other input device. 

i NTERFACE ' he hardware and sollware that enable a user lo interact 

with a computer (wlled a user interrace) or that enable two computer 

sy~'crns tt interact. 

!Vi EMORY A storage arc Itl which a computer sav~s data and n'om 

which it retrieves data. 

NETWORK A system or computers, terminals, and databases 

conn~cted by communications lines. Allows users of differe t types of 

computers to exchange data and to make use of special programs or of 

v~ry large omputers. Scopes range from local-area networks (LANs) to 

intcn ational networks. 

OPERATING SYSTEM A linked senes of programs that controls, 

assists, and supcrvises all other programs on a computer system and that 

allows dissimilar hardware systems to work together. 

Data that has been processed by the computer and sent to a 

screen, printer, or other output device. 

PH 0(; RAM A step-by-step series of instructions directing the computer 

to carry out a sequence of actions in order to perform an operation or to 

solve a problem. 

15 



Sf!\UJLATION A computer representation of real-life system or 

pros~ss that initiates the behavior or the real system u 1der a variety of 

condi ion 

SOFTW ARI~ Instructions or programs used by a computer to do its work. 

Distinguished from hardware. 

l'EHMIN AL A device with a keyboard for inputting data to a computer 

anu a display screen for receiving data [Tom the computer. 

WORD PROCESSlSNG An automated means of creating and editing 

. texl. Uses computer programs that accept input (text) [Tom a keyboard or 

Irom computer m~mory, enable the \.1:cr to manipL1late the text, and can 

send the original or revised text to a dispiay screen or printer. 

2.2 COMPUTERS AT WORK - Al'PLfCATIONS 

COMMUNICATION Computers make hI! modern communication 

pu.;sillc. l'hey operate telephone-switching systems, coordinate satellite 

launches and operations, help generate special e ffects for movies, and 

control the equipment in all phases oftclevision and (':ldio broadcasts. 

Lucal-area networks (LANs) link the computers in separate departments 

or business or universities, and larger net works, such as the Internet, 

pc;rmit modems - telecommunication devices that transmit data through 

telephone lines - to link individual computers to other computers anywhere 

in the work. Journalists and w itcrs n~)w use work processors to write 

books and articles, which they then sUbmit to publishers on magnetic disks 

or n rough telephone lines. The data may then be sent dire tly to 
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C('iTlj. uter-controlled typesetlers, some of which actually design the layout 

of printed pages on computer screens. 

SC~ENCE ANI> RESEARCH Computers are used by scientists and 

research rs in many ways to collect, store, iuanipulate, and analyze data. 

Running simulations is one of the most ;'Iaportant applications. Data 

representing a real-life system is entered into the computer, and the 

computer manipulates the data ' order to show how the natural system is 

likely to behave under a varicty of conditions. I n this way scientists can 

test new theories <. nd designs or can examine a problem that does not lend 

itsc,!' lo direct experimentation. Computer-aided design, or CAD, 

programs enable engincers and architects to design thrce-dimensional 

models on a computer screen. Chemists may use computer simulation to 

dcsig and test molecular models of new drugs. Some simulation 

progiams can generate models o[weathcr conditions to help 

Oldcorologists make predictions. Flight simulators are valuable training 

loo:s for pilots. 

IN01JSTRY Computers have opr;ncd a new era in manufacturing and 

'ol1sumer-product development. In the factory, computer-assisted 

lllallufacturing, or CAM, programs help people plan complcx production 

schedules, keep track of inventories and accounts, rU:1 automated assembly 

lines, and control robots. Dedicated computers are routinely used in 

tho usands of products ranging fi'om calculators to airplanes. 

r;ov ERNMENT Government agencies are the largest users of 

mainframes and supercomputers. In United State, for instance, the 
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Dcp~l'iment of Defence uses computers for hUl1~reds of tasks, including 

rd:~an;h, breaking codes, interpreting data from spy satellites, and 

targeting missiles. The Intemal Revenue Service uses computers to keep 

track of tens of millions of tax return. Computers arc also essential [or 

taking the census, maintaining criminal recoi'ds, and other tasks. 

EDUCATlON Computers have proved to be valuable educational 

too Is. Computer-assisted instruction, or CAl, uses computerized lessons 

that range {l'om simple drills and practice sessions to complex interactive 

tutorials. These programs have become essential teaching tools in medical 

schools and military training centers, where the topics ~e complex and the 

cos f human teachers is extremely high. Educational aids, sllch as some 

encyclopedias and other major reference works, are available to personal

computer users-cither on magnetic disks or optical discs or through 

variolls telecommunication networks. 

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT Video games are one of the most 

popular applications of personal computers. 'Die constantly improving 

graphics and sound capabilities of personal computers have made them 

popular tools for artists and musi~ia s. Personal computers can display 

millions of colors, can produce images for clearer than those of a 

tclevi"ion set, and can connect to various musical instruments and 

synthesizers. Painting and drawing programs enable artists to create 

realistic images and animated displays mueh more easily than they could 

with more traditional tools. "Morphing" progral,11s allow photographers 

ano fIlmmakers to transform photographic images into any size and shape 
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they c .. n imagine. High-speed supercomputers can insert lifelike animated 

" 

images into frames of a film so seamlessly that movie-goers calUlol 

distingllish real actors from computer-generated llnages. Musicians can 

use computers to create muitiple··voice compositions and to play bac: 

music with hundreds of variations. Speech processors even give a 

computer the ability to talk and sing. 

VIRTUAL REALITY As personal computers became fuster and 

more powerful in the late 1980s, soHware developers discovered that they 

were able to write programs as large and as sophisticated as those 

prevlously fun only on mainframes. The mass~ million-dollar flight 

simulators on which military commercial pilots trairied were the fU'st rcal-

world simulations to be moved to the personal computer. 

'Iight simulators are perfect example of programs that create a virtual 

reality, or a computer-generated "reality" in which the user does not 

merely wat h but is able to actually participate. The user supplies input to 

the sy tern by pushing buttons or movir a yoke or joystick, and the 

computer uses real-world data to detennlne the result of those actions. For 

examplc, if the user pulls back on the flight simulator's yoke, the 

computer translates the action according to built-in rules derived from the 

performance of a real airplane. The monitor will show exactly what an 

airp anes view screen would show as it begins to climb. If the user 

.'itfrt 
cOli'mues '",) climb without increasing the throttl<;;~ the "virtual plane" will 

stall (as would a real plane) and the "pilot" will lose control. Thus the 
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user's physical actions arc immediately and realistically reflected on the 

-
computer's display. For all intents anu purposes, the user is flying-that is, 

thc "plane" obeys the same laws of nature, has the same mechanical 

capabilities, and responus to the same commands as a real airplane. 

Mar y amusement parks now have rides and a tractions that usc virtual 

reality principles for creating exciting alternate realities for their 

audiences-for example, a simulated ride in a spaceship, complete with 

ncar coUisions and enemy attacks. Acceleration and deceleration arc 

simulated by pitching and moving seats, all computer-controlled and 

cleverly coordinated with stereo sound effects and wrap-around video 

displays. 
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CHAI)TER THRF:E 

3.0 THE TROl.JllLESHOOT1NG METHODOLOGY 

3.1 EXI)£RT SYSTEM 

Expert SYSUll is oftcn regarded as representing sub elass of Artificial 

Intelligencc, and they often (wrongly) identilied with fiHh generation of 

computers. 

Expert system has been working with varying degree of success for many years. 

llowever, as usual conventional systems relying on progress knowledge 

engineering, expert system are at the key development contributing to the fifth 

gencration programs. 

An expert syslem may be regarded as a means of recording and accessing human 

competence in a particular specialist fieid. The most robust interpretation 

suggests that an expert system is human like perlormance and can serve thereby 

as a replacement expert. It was in view of these that I resolved to adopt the expert 

system in troubleshooting, maintenance of PC to the beet of my knowledge. 

Hardware and software crashes can lead to fi'ustration, hours of wasted effort or 

worse catastrophic ()ccicients, and it is clearly time that the concept of expert 

system of troubleshooting and maintenance was carefully adopted as a vital tool 

in the projcc . 

The majority of computer crashes arc caused by fairly triviai events, such as a 

momcntary loss orpowcr or the accidental disconnection ora peripheral device: 

operator error can also be the cause accidentally pressing the wrong key can wipe 
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out all the d') ~.l stored in memory or disk. Hard disks head crash when 20 MI3 of 

invaluable datu programs just disappear into thin air are directly id~ntifiable 

hardware faul ls. 

Whatever, the cause, computer taults, both hardware and soHware, can have 

catastrophic results. Computer failures can cause loss oflife, bankrupt companies 

and bring nations to brink 0 r war. 

When a f~lUlt is detected in the computer, by various techniques described in this 

project, the next stage is to determinc the exact source 0 f the Juult. This is 

because a f~1U1t is not dctected until some time after fault has occurrcd. This 

allows the fault to spread across much more of the system than is initially 

apparent. 

l7ault can be characterized by duration and extci L 

I. A fa lit is referred to as LATENT when it occurs \vithout producing errors 

during system operation. 

2. TRANSlENT FAULTS are temporary conditions, uSJ.lally the result of 

eicctromagnetic, temperature, humidity, incorrect operating, or other 

external disturbances. Transient fault typical1y disappear as soon as the 

external condition is climiJlated. 

3. An Intermittent Fault: Alternates between active and dormant state and is 

usually caused by poor design. Borderline operating conditions, for both 

transient and intermittent fault , errors may remain aftcr the fault 

disappears. 
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3.2 TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR 

When your computer systcm tails to operate the way it should, it can be hard to 

know where to start and what to do. There are so many complex interacting 

elements in the system that a subtitle error in the set up infonnation, for example, 

can cause al l sorts mysterious faults . A bad keyboard can C:luse the system to 

appear to !!'ceze or to wild. A bad RAM chip can cause a system to fail to boot, or 

to periodiclJUy crash. 

Troubleshooting a faulty system is a methodical process in which you track down 

and :limr:tt possible causes at a problem untit it disappears. There a e no quiek 

solutions or shortens, except the experience to know where to start looking and 

thus save yo lrseU' wasted time. This section of the project is meant to be an 

introduction to fundamentals of troubleshooting a computer system. 

Before you can start chasing down a problem, you have to know what if IS, 

exactly what it is, and some of irs likely causes as viz: 

When your system behaves unexpectedly, you should immediately exit important 

program yc.u are running and make certain your data are safe. Never perform the 

testing described in this project work with important irreplaceable tiles. 

Ifthe problem is critical (it causes the system to lock up at boot) or prevent you 
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from using the machine in any ft'lshion, make carefi.ll note of when the fault 

Occurs, fuld what seems to be causing it to occur (boot, fIrst key pressed, first 

Attempt to read from a disk, etc.) 

I r the problem seems to be transient, try to dctcunjt1~ the exaet sequences of 

E vents that cause it. 

I)HYSICAL CONSIDERATON 

Software testing can be done without disturbillg the computers hardware and 

Physical setup. It the troubleshooting or repairs both indicate tllat you will have 

to deal ext nsivcly with the hardware, you should consider :3t the start whether 

you want to move the computer to a location where it wi.! be more accessible. 

Fixillg a loose video cable can and should be done with the computer in its usual 

place. 

Testing and repair involving the internal hardware and expansion cards should 

probably be done with the computer spread out, a<; it was when you firsl powered 

it up. 

HANOIJNG CONSIDERATION 

L1andling computer under repair is much like tbat of handling is being assembled. 

Whcn removing expansion cards and Ics, you should observe the anti static 

precautions. When connecting or discollnecting cables or any place of hardware, 
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the system power should be off never pull a board, charge jumper or switch 

setting, or switch cables with the power on. 

When working with systems that contain hand disk drives, you need to be more 

gcnlly than when you first installed hc drive. I',n initialized hard drive can even 

ITh) fC prove t1l damage than a new one, since it contain data that can be lost. This 

is especially true if the system fault prevents you from panking the hard disk 

drive's head. If the hard disk drive is not a sel f panking type and your system 

failed in use, preventing you from running a head packing utility, handle the 

system unit with extreme care. 

Since you will probably have to power the system up and down several time 

during hardware troubleshoot ing, be ccrtain that punk it e heads each time. 

Always allow the hard disk a minute or two to spin down to a halt bcfore moving 

or bumping the case. 

3.4 TOOLS 

Many troubleshooting and repair operations can be accomplished without tools, 

thc t o' ~et nc.eded to assemble the computer should be sufficient, but the 

complete set listed in this project work is recommended as repair often involves 

steps more cornplz<;ated than those of assemble. 

Morc advan~e tools such as a soldering pencil, logic probe, rnu\timeter, 

uscilloscope, cable tester, ctc. one not requir(~d for board kvel testing and repair 

the scope of this project work. 
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3.5 SOFTWARE TOOLS 

Sol1\Var~ d iagnostic tools can be very useful reference manual, which 

accompanies scme system when bought, has a number of diagnostic roulines that 

can help you pinpoint problems . 

. 'here aie a lso many other routines programs, and 'ofiware t.ools available in the 

publiC domain and shareware market, which can be obtained from local bulletin 

boards, corrputcr user groups, and online i 'Iformation services sometimes a small 

specialized testing 'outine can save us hours orlabour. 

Commercial diagnostic programs are also indispensable to anyone who docs a lot 

of computer troubleshooting and rcpair. !\ software tool that is certainly needed 

for troubleshooting at no cost is a RAW. 

SYSTI~M BOOT HISK 

!\ Raw boot disk should be a Hoppy disk with the operating boot flies, but no 

configura ion files for DOS, AUTO EXEC, BAT and CONFIG.System. 

To simplify some steps of so fiware troubleshooting copy of all the drives and 

utilities normally used when a system booted. A text editor such as EDLIN, 

"":e . .ll, w :ch comes with most versions of DOS, should be included, so that one 

can create and modify configuration files as necessary. 

3,6 HARD\VARE TI{OU llLESHOOTING 

Hardware troubleshooting and repair is much like that of software aithough it is 

more involved because of the system disassembly required, Again, it is probably 
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easier to proceed with hardware trouble shooting if the computer system is moved 

to a tcxt bench like area. 

LlMiTEO TROUBLESHOOTING 

I f one is certain that a particular problem tics with a specific expansion card or 

other device, one can begin by inspecting that device. Check all of its 

eonneetiot,s and its installation, if everything appears nomlal cables correctly 

attached, and seated in expansion slo t, all jumpers Jirmly in place, then remove 

thc device I()r closer inspection. Check the placement of all jumpers and the 

position of all dip switches on the card. Chcd," the entire one after the other. 

Don't assume or overlook anything. 

Remove at d reinstall any attached enables, looking tor bad connector pins, a bad 

attachmellt or the cablc or signs that the cable may have been damaged, c.g. any 

Ie's or other devices are installed in socket, check to see that they are finnlyand 

correctly s.;utcd i:1 the sockets. 

When the card and devices conditions arc verified, reinstall it and carefully 

n.'connect it as necessary. Power up the syst.em to see if the problem has been 

curco. l'r it has not been cured, then certainly the problem lies in that devices that 

component will have to be repaired or more likely replaced. 
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EXTENDEfJI TROUnf . .J~SHOOTfNG 

If a problem to a single component cannot be pinpointed or if a problem that 

appeared to be the l~lUlt 0 f a single device turned out to be one has to troubleshoot 

the entire. . this becomes necessary it's best to take the wide angle approach 

discussed here, rather than try to troubleshoot sections orthe system individually. 

Take the system and strip it down to bare essentials. If possible, the only 

expansion de ices in the system unit should be a video card and a floppy drive 

controller. The only devices attached to the system should be a keyboard and 

monitor. 1 f the system docs not fi..metion properly in this confi!:,ruration., the fault 

lies with whatever hardware is installed. 

Motherboard, RAM floppy controller, keyboard or video adapter. Without 

substitute puts to swap into the system (c.g. a temponu-y replacement for the 

floppy controller or video carde it can be hard to trace the problem further. 

• J 

If the stripped system works correctly, reinstall the removed component one at a 

time until the malfunction occurs. If more than one optional deice is install at that 

point, try removing some of the earlier installed ones 0 see if the problem 

disappear ,{gain. This process should lead to the defection of the faulty 

component or problem-causing device. 
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The most common problem, assuming that nom! of the device was actually faulty, 

is an improperly shared system resource, such as a DMA channel or inten-upts 

request (TRQ) line. 

Shared hardware point addresses also occasionaUy occur, especially with multiple 

parallel points and EMS (Expanded Money) curds. No shared hardware pint 

addresses or signal lines is permitted. 

Once the fa' It is na.rrowcd down to one or two devices, check their configuration 

to see if they are perhaps sharing a system resource or are otherwise improperly 

configured. I f everything appears to be correct, one 0 f the components is most 

likely faulty .. 'he best way to test hardware is in a working computer system. 

3.7 REPAIR 

Repairing computei- systems consist mostly or replacing faulty in their entirety. 

During repair With a soldering iron at the level of board' s integrated circuits, 

resistor, and other components requires skill and experience. It is often simpler 

and more cost effective to replace an entire expansion card than try repairing it, 

even if the fault is detected. 

There arc a .ew items that can be repaired \ovith minimum skill. Cables are one 

cxarT,ple. If' a cable developed a broken conductor inside one of the connector 

shells, a few minutes work with a soldering iron can save the replacement cost of 

the cable. 
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However, if the cable has molded on connecto(s or the break is somewhere along 

its length, EO repair is possible. 

Nearly all computers component and product. have warranties. If a product fail 

within th(: v, ~manty period, one should contact t Ie seller or manufacturer about 

repair or replacement orthe defective part. 

3.8 TROUHLESIIOOTING CHART 

Troubleshooting is much easier if" you have a guide to tbe possible problems and 

related symptoms that a rnalfi.mctioning system can display. 

This project is intended to provide an overall troubleshooting guide with some 

possible SIJi I'.ions to common problems, both in CHART FORM AND 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS k lown as TUTTOR programs on how to 

troubleshoot. Which will go a long way to help computer u~er perfOlID preventive 

maintenance I)n their system to save cost. In some cases, the filult is sclf

explanatory. In others, thc problem is simply narrowed to a particular area of the 

system, anu you will have to use the various information provided in tIllS project 

work to computer th~ troubleshooting. 

3.9 SYST EM 

The /ollowing problems with overall system may be encountered. 

SYSTEM DOES NOT rOWER (JP 

Sy::;tem unit not plugged in 

Pu wc' cord loose or broken 
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Wall socket. faulty, or circuit breaker open 

Shorl circuit in comput.cr system causing power supply shutdown 

Power supply taulty 

SYSTEM DOES NOT BOOT 

NOII-bootable diskette in drive A 

I lard disk drive not initialized 

Systc file on hard disk drive missing or damaged 

Faulty Cmos setup information, al1d/o:' :ncorrcct motherboard didswitch 

setting 

Faulty RAM device 

Loose disk drive control, data, Of power cable 

Power supply loaded pass voltage limit 

Expansion card loose in slot. 

SYSTEM PREEZES, CRASHES, OR REBOOTS SPONTANEOUSLY 

Faulty RAM device 

Loose motherboard power connector 

EXl ansion card loose in slot 

Conflicting hardware assignments 

Il1corrcct or conflicting so fl ware configuration 

Memory - r .... sident program and driver conflicts 

KEYBOAI~D DOES NOT RESPOND 

Keyboard not firmly plugged into motherboard port 

TX-style keyboard used with wrong motherboard 
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Switchable keyboard sel to wrong type (CTIAT) for motherboard 

Keyboard lock ~witch in locked position 

Keyboard lock switch wiring loose on motherboard, or connector 

reversed 

NOISlE FROM SYSTEM UNIT 

Normal power supply noise (fanhum, air movement) 

Normal hard disk drive noise (hum or slight whine while running). 

Fa fly hard disk drive (loud or repeated chatter or thump, loud whine) 

Faulty cooling fan (loud hum, chatter overheating smells) 

Speaker cOlUlection to motherboard loose 

Speaker or wiring faulty 

Programs not making use or speaker 

REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDER MALFUNCTIONS 

No rcal-time clock/calendar installed 

Clo 'k battery weak, dead or missing 

Clock/Calendar not set properly (correctly) 

Real-time time and not retired and used to set DOS system clock. , . 

3. 10 VIDEO ' 

The following problems commonly occur with 

NO VB EO DISPLAY 
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Monilor not plugged in, or not turned on 

Video cable not connected to video adaptor, or connection to adaptor or 

monitor loose. 

Video c ole faulty 

lncorrcct monitor type for video adap~o;- in use 

Motherboard color/mono select dipswilch set incorrediy 

I ncorrecl video type specified in set up 

Video adaptor incorrectly configured 

IncolTcc1. vidco mnde selected 

Sc 'l Wife incorrectly configured 

Monitor incorrcctly configured (applies monthly to multiscan and VGA 

moni~ors) 

Moo t.or brightness or contrast turned down 

So!l,vare scrccn-hlanking utility in operation 

liAUL'IY VIDEO DIS!~LAY 

Incorrect video mode selected 

Video adaptor incorrectly configured 

M·.)nitor vertical and horizontal hold a.d controls misadjusted 

Monitor hrightness and/or contrast contro l misadjus~,,:d 

So (t'.:vare incolTectly configured 

l'1sufIicicnt video RAM (VGA.oldcr EGA only) 

V·)thcrtxJurd rnastcr oscillat.or trimrm.:d (o lder eGA systems only) 
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3.1 1 DISK DRIVE. 

i'lard and floppy disk drive can display the following problems 

WRITE :;'AILURE 

No disk on diskette drive 

Di.sketle not firmly statcd in drive (3 .S;nch drives) or drive door close 

(5 .25i.nch drive) 

Disk not /ormatted to drive only not initialized 

Diskette writes protected 

Diskette drive \\'Tite-protect sensor blocked or faul ty 

llarJ disk partition nagged read only. 

READ FAILURE 

No di ')k on disketle drive 

f Diskette not firmly seated on diskette drives or drive door not closed 

Disk ~10t formatted or (hard drive only) not initialized 

lJlSKET FAILS to RECOGNIZE NEW IHSK 

Change disk jumper on diskette: drive incorrectly set 

Disketlc cable loose or faulty. 
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3.12 PERIPHERALS 

The following problems with peripherals devices may be encountered. 

SERIAL PORT NOl' FUNCTIONING 

E"pansion eard incorrectly configured 

So (l ware incorrectly eonligurcJ 

Serial port not initialized (use MODE command) 

Incorrect parameters (band rate, stop bils, parity) specified 

V ART and or drivers Ices installed (secondary ports only) 

Serial cable incorreclly wired 

Cable connectiolls loose 

Se 'ial device (printer, plotter, mouse) incorrectly configured. 

3.i3 FEASIBILrTY STUDY 

Fcasibility study is concerned with preiimimlry investigation a. d it is upon to 

determine whether the proposed project is feasible or not feasible. The objectives 

or the ahal ysl is to clarify and understand the scope 0 f the project which are list in 

chaptcr one, starting from the statement of the problem through the end of that 

chapter. 
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3.14 OPERA Tln~ OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM: 

This is concerned with the ways and manners by whtch computer are being 

repair/troubleshoot. The following methods nre the most common ways to 

troubleshoot computer as at the time designing this project work. 

Trial and crr r method 

Sets comparison method 

Personal idea method 

Group/Team work method 

Impromptu repair method 

TRIAL ANI) I~RROI{ METHOD 

This has to do with removing, testing and replacing any or aU components the 

computer scientist/engineer feels or assume is likely to be ~i:.1e problem sou"ce, 

until he is tj:'~J . the fault is detected. This method may take hours, day, weeks 

Of even months depending on the nature of problem and luck/chance of success 

on the part of the engineer. 

SET COMPARISON METHOD 

Require that there have to be good working wmputer system of the same MAKE 

MODEL and equal circuit board. The engineer will thereby be comparing the 

values of the measure components of the two systems until the fault is detected. 

This is u good method and required good professional skill so as not to damage 

the other working system. 
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE/IDEA METHO 

Professional engineer with a lot of practical experience, having good record 

keeping on repaired system will use this experience to troubleshoot/repair another 

system with similar problem. 

GROUPITEAM WORK METHon 

Sometimes in an organization having skill personal, with their wea th of different 

experience do jointly repair complicated problems. Since it is believed that two 

heads are better than one, irrelevant parts on the circuit board will not be 

disturbt, . 

I' 

IMPROMPT REPAIR METHOD 

This is mostly on a partial contact component wh~~ a faulty system start working 

fine soon as the printed wiring board is touched, shapes, tampered with or 

disturbed without knowing the particular fault a ·ca. Therefore, no real working is 

done on the system. 

I'ROBLEM WITH THE EXISTING SYSTEM 

After going .hrough the existing method of diagnosing and troubleshooting of 

computer sy..,tem, the problcm identified with the system/methods are: 

Damage to the printed board 

Undue delayed in repairs 

Malluhctio ing of system 

Laborious and boredom in repair 
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Lack of' miforJllity of repair 

Cumbersome or congestion of workshop 

Dec plion re air 

I. Damag(! to the printed Circuit (Wiring) Board 

Due to continuing removing and replacing of components as a result of try 

an error method of repair damages are usually done to the printed circuit 

board. 

2. Undue delay in Repair 

I t is common for engineers to delay jobs especially when the fault has not 

been th.:tected. 

They can keep a job lor days; weeks, months and evcn ycar only to be 

promising 1he customer endlessly and at the end, the job may not be done. 

Mcanvvhile, it could be a very simple problem, having his proposed 

troubleshooting kit at hand. 

3. Malfunctioning of Sy~ em 

At times, the repaired system Isin~ the aforementioned methods may be 

malfunctioning after sometime, if not properly diagnosis and cleared. 

4. Lahot"ious and Bnredom in Repair 

Engineers may spend the whole day without success trying to clear a fault; 

some f them sweat and are restless. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 MAINT1\ INING YOUR SYSTEM: PREVENTiVE MAINTENANCE 

4.1 DE r l~LOP(NG A 1)IU~VENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 

Developing a preventive maintenance is important to everyone who uses or 

manages personal computer systems. Two types of preventive maintenance 

pr ' C 'dmes exist - active and passive. 

Active preventive maintenance includes steps you apply to a system that promote 

a longer, trouble-free life. This type of preventive maintenance primarily 

involves periodic cleaning or the system and its components. This section 

describes several active preventive maintenance procedures, including cleaning 

alld lubricating all major components, reseating ehips and connectors, and 

re ronnatting hard disk. 

Passive preventive maintenance includes steps you can take to protect a system 

irom the environment, such as using power-protection device; ensuring a clean, 

lcmperature controlled environment; and preventing excessive vibration. In other 

words, passive preventive maintenance means treating your system well. This 

sec! i01l also describes passive preventive maintenance procedures. 

4.2 ACTIVE r~REVENTIVE MAINTENANCE I)ROCEDURES 

Ilow oflen you should implement active pt ventive maintenance procedures 

depends on the system's environment and the quality of the system's components. 

I r your system is in a dirty environment, such as a shop floor or a gas station 
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service area, you might need to dean your system every three months or less. For 

normal oUicc environment, cleaning a systenl every on to two years is usually 

fine. However, if you open your system aficr one year and find dust bunnies 

inside, you should probably shorten the cleaning interval. 

Another active preventive maintenance tcchnique discussed in this ' scction is 

reformattiilg hard disks. Low-level reforming l't:stores the track and sector marks 

to their pr pt:f location and lorces you to back up and restore all data on the drive. 

Not al drives require this procedure, but if you are using drives with a stepper

molor head actuator, periodic reformatting is highly recommended. Most drives 

WIth voi 'c -co il head actuator run indefinitely without reformatting due to their 

track following servIce mechanisms that prevent temperature induced 

mistracking. 

Other hard disk preventing maintenance procedures include making periodic 

backups of critical areas such as [3oot Sectors, File AUocation Tables, and 

Directory structures on the disk. 

4.3 CLEANING A SYSTEM 

One of tI ! ~ most 'mportant operations in a good preventive maintenance program 

is regular and thorough cleaning of the system. Dusl buildup on the internal 

components can lead to several problems. One is that the dust acts as a thermal 

insulator, which prevents proper system cooling. Excessive heat shOIiens the life 
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of system components and adds to the thermal stre:lS probiem caused by wider 

temp'rature changes between power-on and power-off states. Additionally, the 

dust may contain ! conductive clements that can cause partial short circuits in a 

system. Otllf~r e!~ments in dust and dirt can accelerate corrosion of electrical. 

cOJltacts and cause improper connections. In all, the removal of any layer of dust 

and debris from within a computer system benefits that system in the long run. 

All PC-compatible system use a forced-air cooling system that allows lor even 

cooling inside the system. A fan is mounted in, on, or ncar the; power supply and 

pushes air outside. This setup depressurizes the interior ofth~ system relatives to 

th<.; outsi<k air. The lower pressure inside the system causes outside air to be 

drawn iuto openjngs in the system chassis and cover. This draw-through, or 

depressurization, is the most efficient cooling system that can be designed without 

on air filter. Air filters typically arc not used w:tl1 depressurization systems 

beea:J 'jl~ :;. , :; . ~ is not easy way to limit air intake to a sing1e pOli that can be 

covered by a filter. 

Some industrial computers usc a forced-air sy. tCPl that uses the fan to pressurize, 

ral her than to depressurize, the casco This syst.em forces air to exhaust 11:om any 

holes in the chassis and case or cover. They key to the pressurization system that 

all air intake for the system is at a single location - the fim. The air flowing into 

the syste~ therefore, can be fLltered by simply integrating a filter assembly into 

the fan hOllsing. The filte r must be cleaned or changed period iGally. Because the 
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interior of the case is pressurized relative to the outside air, airborne contaminants 

are not dra~" l int,l the system even though it may no~ be sealed. Any air entering 

the system must pass through the fan and filter housing, which removes the 

contaminant. Pressurization cooling systems are used prilnarily in the irtdustrial 

computer models designed for extremely harsh ellvironments. , 

Most systems you have contact with arc depressurizat ion systems. Mounting any 

sort of . ir filter on these types of systems is impossible because air enters the 

system fi'om too many sources. With any cooling system in which incoming air is 

not filtered, dust and other chemical matter in the eIlvironmcnt is drawn in and 

builds up inside the computcr. This buildup can cause severe problems if left 

unchecked. 

One problem that can develop is overheating. The buildup or dust acts as a heat 

insulator, w jch prevents the system from cooling properly. Some of the 

components in a modem PC can generate an enormous amount of heat that must 

be dissipated [or the component to function. The dust also might contain 

chcmicals that conduct electricity. These chemicals can cause minor current 

shorts and create electrical signal paths where none should exist. The chemicals 

also cause rapid corrosion of cahle connectors, socket-installed components, and 

areas whcfe board~ plug into slots. AU can cause intermittent system problems 

and erratic operation. 
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Floppy disk drives are particularly vulnerable to the effects of dirt and dust. 

Floppy drives are a large "hole" within the system through which air continuously 

nows. Thcrd re, they accumulate a large amount of dust and chemical buildup 

within a short time. Hard disk drives do not present quite the same problem. 

Because the head disk assembly (I lAO) in a hard disk i~ ; a sealed unit with a 

siugle barOlw;tric vent, no dust or dirt can enter \ ithout passing through the 

barometric v..:nt filter. This filter ensures that contaminating dust or particles 

cannot ent.cr (he intcrior of thc HAD. Thus, cleaning a hard disk requires simply 

blowing thl;~ Just and dirt o ff from outside the drive. No intcrnal cleaning is 

required. 

4.4 DISSSEMULY AND CLEANING TOOLS 

To properly clean the system and all the boards inside reql!ires certain supplies 

and tools. III addition to thc tools required to disassemble the unit, you shou ld 

have thes{' items: 

*Cof'!.acl Cbining Solution 

*Canncd air 

* A smaH brush 

*I.illt-li·ec 1()(1I11l'.leaning swabs 

* Antistatic wrist-grounding strap 

You also might want to acquire these optional items: 

*Foam tape 

*Low-volatilc room-temperature vulcanizing (RTV) sealer 
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*Silicone type lubricant 

*Computer v<,cuum cleaner 

These simple cleaning too ls and chemical solutions wlH allow you to perform 

most common preventive maintenance tasks. 

Chemica ls: You can use several diflerent types of cleaning solutions with 

computers and electro nic assemblies. Most lall into the fol\O\ ving categories: 

*Slandard cleaner 

1:Contact clecmer/Lubricants 

*Dusters 

Many specillc chemicals are used in cleaning and dusting solutions, but five types 

are of particular interest. The EPA has classified ozone-damaging chemicals into 

two classes - Class I and Class II. Chemicals that fall into these two classes have 

their usage regulated. Other chemicals arc non-regulated. Class I chemicals 

include: 

*Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 

*ChJorinated solvents 

Class I chemicals can only be sold for lise in professional servlcc and not to 

c ns 1I1e : . !\ bw that went illto effect on May 15, 1993, requires that the 

containers for Class 1 chemicals be labeled with a waming that the product 

"Contains substances that harm public health and the environment by destroying 

ozone in the atmosphere." Additionally, ekciwnics manufacturers and other 
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industries must also apply a similar warning label to any products that use Class I 

chemicals in the production process. This means that any circuit board or 

computer that is manufactured with crrc will have this label! 

Class I r chemical include hydroch lorofluorocarbons (HCFC~) . These are not as 

strictly rq:ulated as Class 1 chemical because they have a !ow'er ozone depletion 

potential. Many cleaning solutions have switchcd to HCFCs because they do not 

require the restrictive labeling required by Class J chemicals and arc not as 

harmful. Most llCFCs have only one tenth the ozone damaging potential or 

cr ·s. 

Other nonregulatcd chemicals include Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and 

Hydrofiuor carbons (HFCs). These chemicals du not damage the ozone layer but 

actually contribute to ozone productio~ whicii, unfortunately, appears in the 1()rm 

of smog or ground levd pollution. Pure isopropyl alcohol is an example of a 

VOC that is commonly used in electronic part and contact cieaning. HFCs are 

used as a replacement {or CFCs because the .HFCs do not damage the ozone layer. 

4.5 STANO! 1 CLEANERS 

Standard cleaning solutions are available in a variety of types and configurations. 

You can se pure isopropyl alcoho l, acetone, Freon, trichlcroethane, or a variety 

or other chemicals. Most board manufacturers and service shops are now leaning 

to th' alcoh I, acetone, or other chemicals that do not cause ozone depletion and 
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T at comply with government regulations and environmental safety. You should 

be sure that your cleaning solution is designed to clean computers or electronic 

assemblies. [n most cases this means that the solution should be chemicaUy pure 

and lice fwm con aminants or other unwanted substances. You should not, for 

example, usc drugstore rubbing alcohol fi)r cleaning electronic parts or contacts 

because it is not pure an could contain water or perfumes. The material must be 

moisture-free and residue-free. The solutions should be in liquid form, not a 

spray. Sprays can be wasteful and you almost never spray the solution directly on 

components. Instead, wet a foam or chamois swab used for wiping the 

component. These electronic-component cleaning solutions are available at any 

good electron ic parts stores. 

4.6 CONTACT CLEANER/LUBRICANTS 

These are very similar to the standard cleaners but include a lubricating 

component. The lubricant eases the force required when plugging and unplugging 

cables and r.; nnectors, which reduces strain on the devices. The lubricant coating 

also acts as a co .ductive proteclanl that insulates the contacts from corrosion. 
.... 

These chemicals can greatly prolong the life of a system by preventing 

intermittent contacts in the Juturc. 

Contact cleaner/lubricants arc especially effective on I/O slot connectors, adapter 

card edge and pin eOlUlectofs, disk drive connectors, POVI ~r supply connectors, 

and virtually any connectors in the PC. 
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An excellent contact enhancer and lubricant is Stabilant 22. It is more effective 

than conventional contact cleaners or lubricants. This chemical is availabJe in 

sev~ral furms. Stabilant 22 is thefuU strength concentrated version, while 

Stabilatlt 22a is a version diluted with isopropyl alcohol in a 4 to 1 ratio. An even 

more diluted g to I ratio ve sion is sold in many high end stereo and audio shops 

under the name "Tweek." Just 15ml of Stabilant 22a sells for about $40, while a 

liter of the concentrate costs about$4,000. While Stabilant 22 is expensive, very 

little is required and an applicant ean provide protection for a long time. Stabilant 

is manufactured by D.W. Electrochemical, which is listed in the Vendor List in 

Appendix I3. 

4.7 DUSTERS 

Compressed gas often is used as an aid in system cleaning. The compressed gas 

is u';cd as a blower to remove dust and debris from a !)ystem or component. 

OriginaUy, tl1(~se dusters lIsed crcs such as Fresno, while ' modem dusters now 

use (lFes or carbon dioxide, neither of which is damaging to the ozone layer. Be 

carc!"ul when you usc these devices because some of tI em can generate a static 

charge when 'the c · mpressed gas leaves the nozzle of the can. Be sure that you 

arc using the 'kind approved fo r cleaning or dU:i tili ~"'; off computer equipment, and 

consider wearing a static grounding strap as a precaution. The type of 

compressed-air cans used for cleaning camera equipment can sometimes diller 

fTom the type used for cleaning static sensitive computer components. 
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Most older computer-grade canned gas ( usters consisted of 

dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon R 12), the same chcmlcal used in many 

automotive air-conditioning systems built until 1996, W 1en a ban of the 

manufacture and use of R12 takes place. In 1992 many automobile manufacturers 

began switching to an ozone-safe chemical called R134a, and most had switched 

to tbe new refi-igerant by 1994. Manufacturing or R12 has ceased, and the 

r gulations placed on its use have forced companies to use other products such as 

carboll d ',ux:dc for compressed gas dusters. I n addition to the environmental 

concerns about depicting the ozone layer, Freon can be dangerous if exposed to an 

open name. 

Rdatcd tu cmn ressed-air products are chemical- freeze sprays. These sprays are 

used to quickly cool down a suspected tuiling component, which often 

temporarily restores it to operation. These substances are not used to repair a 

device, but to confirm that you have found a failed device. Otlen, a compo ent's 

failure is heat-related and cooling it temporarily restores it to function. If the 

circuit begins operating no rnlaliy , the device you arc cooling is the suspect 

dcvice. 

4.8 VACUUM CLEANERS 

~ omc peop e prcfer to use a vacuum cleaner instead of canned gas dusters for 

clearung a system. Calmed gas is usually better for cleaning in small areas. A 

small vacuum cleaner is more useful when YOll are cleaning a system loaded with 

ust and dirt. You can usc the vacuum cleaner to such out dust and debris instead 
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of blowing them on other components, which svmetimes happens with canned air. 

For outbound servicing (when you are going to the location of thc equipmcnt 

instead of the equipment corning to you), canned air is easier to carry in a toolkit 

than a small vacuum cle~ner. There are also tiny vacuum cleaners available for 

system clcaning. These small units are easy to carry an may serve as an 

alternative tv c·n 1> 'csscd air cans. 

Notc that therc are spccial vacuum c1eancrs specifically designed for using on and 

around clc<.:tronic componcnts. Thcy are designed to m:n:mizc ESD (Electro 

Static Dischargc) while in usc. If you arc using a regular vacuum cleancr and not 

onc specifical:y grounding wrist strap. Also be careful if thc cleaner has a metal 

nozzle not to touch it to the circuit boards or componcnts you arc clcaning. 

4.9 BRUSHES AND SWABS 

1\ small brush (makeup, photographic, or paint) can be uscd to carefully loosen 

accumulated dirt and dust before spraying with canned air or using the vacuum 

cleaner. Be careful about generating static electricity. In rPost cases the brushes 

should not be used directly on circuit boards but should be used instead on the 

case interior and other part such as fan blades, air vents, and keyboards. Wear a 

grounded' 1'i)~ ,tr p if you are brushing on or near any circuit boards, and brush 

slowly and lightly to prevent static discharges from occurring. 

U~ie cleaning SW' bs to wipe off electrical contacts and \jrjnnectors, disk drive 

heads, and other sensitive areas. The swabs should be made of foam or synthetic 

challlois milt rials that does not leave lint or dust rcsidue. Unfortunately, proper 
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foar: ~ ,')f :: hemois clcaning swabs arc more expensive than the typical cotton 

swabs. Do not usc cotton swabs because they leave cotton fibers on everything 

they touch. Cott ':-n fibers are conductive in some situations and can remain on 

drive heads, which can scratch disks. Foam or dJ~.l.;nois swabs can be purchased at 

most electronics-supply stores. 

One item to avoid is an eraser lor cleaning contacts . Many people (including 

myself) have recornmem.led using a soft pencil type eraser for cleaning board 

contacts. Testing has provcn this to be bad advice f()f several rcasons. One is that 

any such abrasive wiping on electrical contacts generates fi-iejon and an Electro

Static Di"dJa 'gc (ESD). This ESD can be damaging to boards and components, 

espec:iaUy with newer low voltage devices made using CMOS (Complimentary 

Mdal Oxide Semoconductor) technology. These devices are especiaUy static 

sensitive, and cleaning the contacts without a proper liquid solution is not 

recommellded. Also, the craser will wcar orr the gold coating on many contacts, 

exposing the tin contact underneath, which will rapidly corrodc when exposed to 

(;lir. Som~ companies sell premoistened contact cleaning pads that are soaked in a 

proper contact deaner and lubricant. These paus are safe to wipe on conductor 

and contacts with no likelihood ofESD damage or abrasion of the gold plating. 

4.10 FOAM TAl'E OR RTV SEALER 

Hard disks usuaUy use a small copper strap to ground the spindle of the disk 

assembly 1.0 the logic board, thus bleeding 0 IT any static c'narge carried by the 

spinning (b',\~ plattcrs. Unfortunately, with most older drives, thus strap often can 
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begin to harmonize, or vibrate, and result in an annoying squealing or whining 

nOise. (Sometimes the noise is similar to tin gern ail'> dragged across a 

chalkboard). This spindle motor ground strap has been \edesigned and can be 

hidden on llewer rives, making it difficult to see. Fortunately, it rarely makes 

nois ' on the 3.5 inch or smaller drives. 

To elimjll'l1.(: the source of irritation~ you can stop the strap fTom vibrating by 

weighting it. One method is to use a piece of foam tape cut to match the size of 

the strap and stuek to the strap's back side. Another way to dampen the vibration 

is 10 apply a low-volatile RTV sealer. You apply this silicone-type rubber to the 

back orthe grounding strap. After it hardens to a rubber-like materials, the sealer 

stops the vibrations that produce the annoying squeal. -Y'JU can buy the RTV 

scaler from an automotive-supply house. 

1 prefer lIsing the foam tape rather than the RTV because it is easier and neater to 

apply. !f yo uSe the RTV, be sure that it is the low-volatile type, which does not 

generate acid when it cures. This acid produces the vinegar smell common to the 

standard RTV seal, and can be' highly corrosive to the strap and anything else it 

C' r tad. The luw-volatile RTV also eliminates the bad vinegar small. You can 

purchase the foam tape at most electronics-supply stores, where it often is sold for 

attaching alarm s ",itches to doors or windows. The low-volatile RTV is available 

from most. auto-supply stores. To be sure that you buy low-volatile RTV look for 

t ~le packaging to state specially that the prod.tet is either a low-volatile type or is 

compatible with automobile oxygen sensors. 
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4.11 SILICONE LUBRICANTS 

Sil!cone lubricants are uscd to lubricate the door mechallisms on floppy disk 

dri ves aTid any other part of the system that may require clean, non-oily 

lubrication. Uther items you can lubricate are the disk drive head slider rails or 

evcn printer-head slider rails, which allow for smooth operation. 

Using silicone instead of conventional oils is important because silicone does I10t 

gum up and collect dust and other debris. Always use silicone sparingly. Do not 

spray it anywhere near the equipment as it tends to migrate and will end up where 

it doesn't belong (such as on drive heads). lnstead, apply a small amount to a 

toothpick or foam swab and dab the silicone on the compor ents where needed. 

You can lise a lint-free cleaning stick soaked in silicone lubricants to lubricate the 

metal print- lead rails in a printer. 

Remember lhat some of the cleaning operations described in this section might 

generate a static charge. You may want to use a static grounding strap in cases in 

which static levels are high to ensure that you do not dama8e any boards as you 

work with hem. 

4.1 '2 OBTAINING REQUIRED TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES 

Most cleaning chemicals and tools can be obtain~d from a number of electronics 

supply houses, or even the local Radio Shack. A company called Chemtronics 

specializes in (;hemicals tor computer and electronics iridustry. These and other 

companies that supply tools, chemicals, and other computer electronic cleaning 
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supplies arc listed in the Vendor List in the Appendix. With all these items on 

band, you should be equipped [or most preventive maintenance operations. 

4.13 DISASSEMBLING AND CLEANING PROCEDURE 

To properiy clean the system, it must be at least partially disassembled. Some 

people go as fur l.'.:' to remove the motherboard. Removing the motherboard 

results in the best possible access to other areas of the system but in the interest of 

saving time, you probably need to disassemble the system only to where the 

motherboard is completely visible. 

All plug-in adapter cards mllst be removed, along with the disk drives. Although 

you can clean the heads or a Iloppy drive with a cleaning disk without opening the 

system unit's cover, you probably will want to do more through cleaning. in 

addition to the heads, you also should clean and lubricate the door mechanism .and 

clean any logic boards and connectors on the drive. This proccdure usually 

require:, removing the drive. 

NI;xt, do the same procedure with a hard disk: clean tb;: logic boards and 

connectors, as well as lubricate the grounding strap. To do so, you must remove 

the hard disk assembly. As a precaution, be sure it is backed up before removal. 

4.14 HI~SEATING SOCKETEJ) CHIPS 

A primary preventive maintenance functions is to undo the effects of chip creep. 

As your system hcats and cols, it expands and contracts, and the physical 

expansion and contraction causes components plugged into sockets to gradually 
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work their way out of those sockets. This process is called chip creep. To correct 

its effects, you must find aU socketed components in the system and make sure 

hat they arc properly rcscatcd. 

In most s. ·"tems, all the memory chips are socketed or are installed in socketd 

SIMMs (Single Inlinc Memory Modules). SlMM drives are retained securely in 

their sockets by a positive latching mechanism and cannoj creep out. Memory 

SlPP (Single Inline Pin Pin Pack-age) devices (SIMMs with pins rather than 

contacs) ale not retained by a latching mechanism and therefore can creep out of 

their sockets. Standard socketed memory chips are prime candidates for chip 

creep. M(lst otber logic components are soldered ill. You can also expect to find 

the ROM ~hips, the main processors of CPU, and the math compressor in sockets. 

ill most systems, these items are the only cOrr1i)onents that are socketed; aU others 

soldered in. 

Exceptions, however, might exist. 1\ socketed component in one system might 

not be sockcted in another - even if both are from the same manufacturer. 

Sometimcs this diflcrence results from a part-availability problem when the 

boards art: marf lactured. Rather than halt the assembly line when a part is not 

available, the manufacturer adds a socket instead 0 f the component. When the 

components becomes available, it is plugged in and the coard is finished. Many 

n wer systems place the CPU in a Zero I nscrtion force (ZI F) socket, which has a 

lever" that ean release the grip of the socket on the chip. In most cases there is 

very little Cff!ep with a ZlF socket. 
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To make sure that all components are fully seated in their sockets, place your 

hand on the underside of the board and then appl:, downward pressure with your 

thumb (from the top) on the chip to be seated. For larger chips, set the chip 

carefully in two movements, and press separately on each end of the chip with 

your thumb to be sure that the chip is full seated. (The processor and math 

compressor chips can usually be seated in this mamlcr). In most ca~c~;, you hear a 

crunching sound as the chip makes its way back lnto the sock.-;t. Because of the 

great lorce :)()IT!ctilw~s rcquired to reseat the chips, this operation is difficult if you 

do not remove the board. 

For motherboards, forcibly seating chips and be dangerous if you do not directly 

support the board from the underside with your hand. Too much pressure on the 

board can CUlI)C it to bow or bend in the chassis, and the pressure can crack it 

before seating takes place. The plastic standof[~ tbat separate and hold the board 

up from the mctal (;hassis are spaced too far apart to propcrly support the board 

under this kind of stress. Try this operation only if you can remove and support 

the board adequately from underneath. 

You may be surprised to know that, even if you fully seat each chip, thcy rnight 

need reseal]) g again wilhin a year. The ereep usually is noticeable within a year 

or less. 
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4.15 CLEANlI"G 80ARDS 

Aller rescaling any socket devices that may have crept out of their sockets, the 

next step is to c1ea,l the boards and all connectors in the system. For this step, the 

cleaning sol'J.tions and the lint-lice swabs dcscriLc::.! earlier arc needed. 

First, clean the dust and debris off the board ar,~ then clean allY connectors on the 

board. To clean the boards, it is usually best to use a vacuum cleaner designed for 

electronic assemblies and circuit boards or a duster and dirt off the boards. 

Also blow any dust out of the power supply, especially around thc fan intake and 

erlmust arcas. You do not need to disassemble the power supply to do this, just 

usc a dus(( r can nd blast the compressed air into the supply through the Hm 

exhaust pOI t. This will blow the dust out of the supply and dean off the tim 

blades and grille, which will help with system airflow. 

4.16 CLl~A'NrNG CONNF.CTOI{S AND CONTACTS 

Cleaning the connectors and contacts in a system promoters reliable connections 

devices. On a motherboard, you will want to clean the slot connectors, power

supply connectors, keyboard connectors, and speaker COlmcctor. For most plug-in 

cards, you will want to c1eem the edge COiuiectors that lug into slot on the 

motherboard as well as any other connectors, such as external ones mounted on 

the card bracket. 

Submerge the lint-free swabs in the liquid cleaning solution. If you are using the 

spray, hold the swab away from the system and spray a small amount on the foam 

end until th(; soiut'ion starts to drip. Then, use the soaked foam swab to wipe the 
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connectors .:'10 the boards. Pre-soaked wipes are the easiest to use. Simply wipe 

them along the contacts to remove it0Y a<':cu!TIuimcd dirt and Icave a protcctive 

coating behind. 

On the motherboard, pay special attention to the slot connectors. Be liberal with 

the liquid; resoak the foam swab repeatedly, and vigorously clean the connectors. 

Don't worry if some or the liquid drips on the sur/ace or the motherboard. These 

solutions are entirely safe [or the whole board and will not damage the 

componenf ;0 . 

Usc the solut ion to was the dirt otf the gold contacts in t 'lC slot connectors, and 

then douse any other connectors 011 the board. Clean the keyboard connector, the 

grounding po.:;itions where screws ground the board to the system chassis, power

supply connectors, speaker connectors, battery connectors, and so on. 

I r you arc cleaning a plug-inboard, pay special attention to the edge connector that 

mates with tl e slot connector on the motherboard. When people handle plug-in 

cards, they often touch the gold contacts on the connectors. Touching the gold 

contacts coats that with oils and debris, which prevents proper contact with the 

slot corIDector when the board is installed. Make sure that t!t~se gold contacts are 

fTCC 0 f finger oils and residue. It is a good idea to use one of the contact cleaners 

that has a conductive lubricant. which allows connections to be made with less 

force, and also protects the contacts ii'om corrosion. 
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4. J 7 CLEANING FLOPPY DRIVES 

Bcca {SC Chapter 13 explains the procedure for cleaning floppy drives, the 

information is not repeated herc. The basic idea is to canned a gas duster to dust 

o ff the interior of the drive, use the silicone lubricant on whatever items need 

lubrication, and lollow up with a head cleaning, either manually with a loam swab 

or most likely with a chemical soaked cleaning disk. 

For hard disk, take this opportunity to dampen or lubricate the grounding s trap if 

you have a noise problem described earlier. Dampening is the recommended 

solution because if you lubricate this point, the lubricant eventually dries up and 

the squeal can corne back. Because the dampening is usually a more permanent 

fIx for thiC' sc rt or problem, I recommend it whenever possible. Most newer disks 

have this dampening material applied at the factory and are not likely to generate 

noise like older drives. 

4.18 CLEANiNG THE KEYBOARD AND MOUSE 

Kcyboard~, :'~Ild mince arc notorious f()r picking up dirt and garbage. If you have 

e\er opened up an older keyboard, you often wilt be an'k1zed at the junk you '(I ill 

find in there. 

To prevent problems, it is a good idea to periodically clean out the keyboard with 

a vacuum cleaner. An alternative method is to turn the keyboard upside down 

and shoot it with a can of compressed gas This will blow nut the dirt and debris 
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that has accumulated inside the keyboard and possibly prevent future problems 

with sticking keys or dirty keyswilchl.;s. 

If a partic1J1ar key is stuck or making intermittent contact, you can soak or spray 

that switch w ;th contact cleaner. The best way to do this is to first remove keycap 

and then spray the cleaner into the switch. This usually does not require complete 

ui:assembl)' of the keyboard. Periodic vacuuming or cOl't"!pressed gao;; cleaning 

will prevent more serious problems with sticking keys and keys and keyswitches. 

Most mice arc easily cleaned. In most ca')es there is a twist of I locking retainer 

that kecp the mOllse ball retained in the body of the mouse. By removing the 

retainer, the bal! will drop out. Ailer removing t; ,e ball, you should clean it with 

one of the electronic cleancr. I would recOlm'lend a pure cleaner instead of a 

contact clean~r with lubricant because you do not want any lubricant on the 

mOllse ball. The you should clean off the rollers in the body of the mouse with 

the cleaner and some swabs. 

Periodic cleaning of a mouse in this manner will eliminate or prevent skipping or 

erratic 1110 \ '~menl that can be frustrating. I also recommend a mouse pad for most 

ball type mice because the pad will prevent the mouse ball from picking up debris 

from yo ur desk. 

Mice oUen necd frequent cleaning before they start sticking and jumping, which 

can h ' rr\~str:ltirig . I f you never want to clean a mouse again, I suggest you look 

into the Honeywell mouse. These mice have a revolutionary new design that uses 

two exlcrr,al wheels rather than the conventiona l baH and roller system. The 

wheels work directly on the desk sllrface and are unaffected by dirt and dust. 
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Because the body of the mouse is scaled, dirt H .• o-:d dust cannot enter it and gum up 

the positional sensors. I fmd this mouse excellent to use with my portable system 

because it works well on any surface. This mouse is virtually immune to the 

sticking and jumping that plagues ball and roller desigIl,) and never needs to be 

cleaned. so it is less frustrating than conventional mice. 

Other poir.hllg devices requiring little or no maintenance are the iBM designed 

Trackpoint and similar systems introduced by other manufacturers, such as the 

Glidcpoint by Alps. These devices are totally sealed and us,,: pressure transducers 

to control pointer movement. Because they are scaled, c.:leaning need only be 

performed externally, and is as simple as wiping the device off with a mild 

cleaning sol -tion to remove oils and other deposits that have accumulated from 

handling them. 

4.19 BARf) DISK MAINTENANCE 

Certain preventive maintenance procedures protect your data and ensure that your 

hard disk works efficiently. Some of these procedures actually minimize wear 

and tear on your drive, which will prolong its life. Additionally, a high level of 

data protection can be implemented by performing some simple commands 

pcriodicaliy. These commands provide methods for backing up (and possibly 

later rcstoritlg) critical areas of the hard disk that, if damaged, would disable 

uccess to all your files. 
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4.20 DEFRAGMENTING FILES 

Ovcr time, as you delete and save tiles to a hard disk, the files becomes 

fragmented. This means that they are split into many noncontiguous areas on the 

disk. One or the best ways to protect both your hard disk and the data on it is to 

periodically defragment the files on the disk . This serves two purposes. One is 

I 

that by ensuring that all of the files are stored in contiguous sectors on the disk, 

head H0 ',1ClJlenl and drive wear and tear will be minimized .. This has the added 

benefit of improving the speed at which files witi be retrieved iiom the drive by 

reducing the, hea thrashing that occurs every time a fragmented file is accessed. 

The second m~jor benefit, and in my estimation the morc important ofthc two, is 

that in the case of a disaster where the File Allocation Table (FATs) and Root 

Directory are severely damaged, the data on the drive can usually be recovered 

very easily if the files arc contiguous. On the other hand, if the files are split up in 

many pieces aeross the drive, it is virtually impossible to figure out which pieces 

belong to which file without an intact File Allocation Table (FAT) and directory 

system. 'o r I.he purposes of data integrity and protection, I recommend 

defi'ugmenting your hard disk drives on a weekly basis, or immediately after you 

perfonn any major backup. 

The main functions arc found in most defragmenting programs: 

.~ File De:' 'agmentation 

.;, File Packing (Free Space Conso!jdation) 

*File Soning 
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Defragme"lalio\J is the basic function but most other programs also add file 

packing. Packing the files is optional on some programs becr,use it usually takes 

additional time to perform. This functions packs the fLIes ~t the beginning of the 

disk so t/mt all 'free space is consolidated at the end of the disk. This feature 

minimizes future file fragmentatio 1 by eliminating any empty holes on the dL<;k. 

Because all free space is consolidated into one large area, any new files written to 

the disk will be able to be written in a contiguous manner with no fragmentation 

necessary. 

The last function, file sorting, is not usualiy necessary and if performed as an 

option by many defragmenting programs. This [unction adds a tremendous 

amount of time to the operation? and has little or no effect on the speed at which 

infonnation is accessed. It can be somewhat beneficial for disaster recovery 

purpose because you will have an idea of which flies eame before or after other 

files if a uis;:>.ster occurs. These benefits would be minimal compared to having the 

files be contiguous no matter what their order. Not all defTagmenting programs 

offer me sorting and the extra time it takes if probably not worth any benefits you 

will recei'/(,. Other programs can sort the order that flIes are listed ill directories, 

which is a quick and easy operation compared to sorting the file ordering the disk. 

Several pJ'(lgrams are available that can defragment the files on a hard disk. 130th 

the Windows 95 and DOS contain built-in defragmenters. The Windows 95 

version is a graphical application that runs within the Win 95 environment. It has 

the ability to defragment disks in the background while other applications are 
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rullnip!!" mal illg i more convenient than conventional dcfragmenters. While it is 

running, you can see details of the defragmcllling process or display a minimal 

status view of the process. 

DOS 6 and newer versions also include a dcfragmnting programme called 

DEFRAG. Tllis is a reduced function version of the SPEEDISK program that is 

normally so d as a part of the Symantex Norton Utilities. lryou hav(~ tbe Nortion 

Utilities, by all means use the higher funct ion (and faster) SPEEDIS program 

instead or DEFRAG. The DOS OEFRAG program oHef') aU three functions 

including de fragmenting, packing, and sorting. The SPEEDlS program pedorms 

these operations faster and with more efficient use of memory. Many of these 

progr ms ·ill have problems on very large disks, and SSPEEDIS will work on 

drives as large as 2G (the maximum DOS volume size), while DEFRAG is 

limited to disks of about 512M or less due to memory constraints. 

Several afkrmarket dcJragmenting programs are more powerful or faster than the 

DOS DEFRAG program. They include: 

*SPEEOIS b Symantec (Norton Utilities) 

*Power Disk by PC-KWIK 

*OptUllC hy Gazelle 

*YOPT by Golden Bow 

All of these are highly recommended and usually perform much better than the 

DEFRAG program in DOS. Tbe power Disk, Optune, and YOPT programs are 

also much 12~!er Han DEFRAG. The YOPT program is the simplest and quickest 
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of these, and is the one 1 lise myself It L., a simple command-line program - not a 

m~nu driver, program - Like the others. Although VOPT does not offer a sort 

capability, the spted at which it operates is seconci'io none, and the visual display 

is very entertaining as well! VOPT olfers the i.lHimate in speed and efficiency in 

de fragmenting and packing flies. 

Currently, some of these programs may have problems with large partitions and 

lots of files, however VOPl will handle partitions of up to 2G (the max.~mum 

allowable under DOS). These types of programs are updated constantly; contact 

the manufadurcr lor more detailed specifications if you are interested. Each of 

these manufacturers is listed in Appendix B. 

No matter which program you end and using, defragmcn!.ing and packing you 

di~k helps to red ce drive wear and tear by minimizing the amount of work 

required to load files. It also greatly increases the chances for data recovery in the 

CQ<';C of seriou:; corruption in the File Allocation Tables (FATs) and directories on 

the disk . 

4.21 BACKING liP TilE FAT AND DIRECTORY SYSTEM 

The operating system Llses several areas on a formatted disk to manage the files 

stored on the disk. These areas are extremely critical. If t~~cy are damaged, all 

access to the drive volume may be compromised Of complctc:ly disabled. In some 

cases, these critical areas can be rebuilt using known data recovery procedures 

alld too l~, Gdt .. he c.:.tsiest and best way to recover from damage to these areas is to 

simply have a backup of them to restore. 

.< 
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Th~ critical areas of hard disk file system are the fi>llowing:

*Master (Partiti,m) Book Record (MBR) 

*Extendcd (Partition) BOOK RECORD (EBR) 

*DOS Uool Record (DSR) 

*rile Allocation Tables (FATs) 

*Root Directory 

These lreas are stored on the disk in the order listed, except that each volume will 

start with an MBR or EBR but not both.. Unlike complete file backups of the 

entire hard disk, a backup of these system areas is relatively quick and easy. This 

is becm sc t l C5e areas arc very small in comparison to tbe remainder of the drive 

and normally occupy a fixed amount of space on the disk. For example, the 

MBR,EI3Rs, [nd CBRs are only one sector long each, whilc the two FATS used 

on each vol,- me cannot exceed 256 sectors each (~ ' 12 sectors or up to 256K total 

for both), and the Root Directory is limited to 3?, sectors (16K). This means that 

even for the largest hard disk drive, these areas will not consume more than about 

300K of space. 

The book record (sector) areas do not change during day to day usage of the disk. 

These areas will change only if you reformat, repartition, cr change operating 

system vel~. il). s. _ ecausc they are relatively constant, it makes good sense to 

back p thcse areas to a fil on a floppy disk for latcr restoring if ~ecessary. 

Each norm 1 disk volume will have two File Allocation Tab!es and a single Root 

Diicctory. These a.reas change constantly as files are written and deleted from the 

disk. l\" b.:lc cup of these areas in only good for temporary purposes and can be 
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lIseful when trying to undelete files. Because of tl'!is, these backups are often 

written on the hard disk in a special hidden rue ncar the en' .. of thc disk. Other 

recovery or restoration programs can then look [or this special file and use the 

informatioH within it to rebuild the FATs or directory system. Often this type of 

barkup is very sefui in a situation where file need to be undcleted. 

4.22 PASSIVE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE I'ROCEDURES 

Passi e pr 'Ie live maintenance involves taking care of the system in an external 

manner: basically, providing the best possible environment - both physical as 

well as electri al ... for the system to operate in. Physical concerns are conditions 

such as ambient temperature, thermal stress lI'om power cycling, dust und smoke 

contamination, and disturbances such as shock and vibration. Electrical concerns 

arc items such as electron-static discharge (ESO), power-ling noise and radio

frcquency interference. Each of these environmental concern is discussed in this 

sect ion. 

4.23 EXAMINING THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Oddly enough, one of the most overlookcd aspects of microcomputer preventive 

maintenanc::! is protecting the hardware-and the si:mble financial investment it 

reprc'scnts"ll'om enviroml1ental abuse. Computers arc relatively forgiving, and 

they generally are safe in an environment that is comfortable [or people. 
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Computers, however, often are treated with no more respect than desktop 

calculators. The result of this type ofabuse 1S many system f:: .. ilures. 

Before yOll acqll1re a system, prepare a proper location [or your new system, free 

of air born contaminants such as smoke or other pollution. Do not place system in 

front o/" a winder: The system should not be exposed to direct sunlight or 

temperature variations. The enviromnental temperature sbould be as constant as 

possible. Power should be provided through properly grounded outlets, and 

should be stable and free from electrical noise and interference. Keep your system 

away from radio transmitters or other sources of radio frequency energy. This 

section examines these issues in more detaiL 

4.24 HEATING AND COOLING 

Thermal expansion and contraction from temperature changes place stress on a 

computer system. Therefore, keeping the temperature in your oliice or room 

relatively is important to the successful operation oryour computer system. 

TemperatJ :" variations can lead to serious problems. You might encounter 

excessive chip creep, for example. I r extreme variations occur over a short 

peri d, signal traces on circuit boards can crack and s~f'arate older joints can 

contacts 'r. the system undergo accelerated cOITosion. Solid-state components 

such as can be damaged also, and a host of other problems can develop. 

Tcmperatur, variations can play havoc with had disk drives also. Writing to a disk 

at diITcre lee ambient temperatures can, on some drives, cause data to be written 
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at d;ncrcn~ locations relative to the track centers. Read and write problems then 

might accelerate later. 

To ensure that your syslem operates in the corrc<.:l ambient temperature, you first 

must deter • . ; 1e your systcm's specified functional range. Most manufacturers 

provide data about the correct operating temperature range for their system. Two 

temperature specifications might be available om; indicating allowable 

temperatures during operation and another indicating allowable temperatures 

under non-operating conditions. 113M, Jor example, indicates the fi.>Uowing 

temperature ranges as acceptable for most of its system: 

System on: 60 - degree Fahrenheit 

System ofl 50 to 1 to degrees Pahrenheit 

For the safety of the disk and the data it contains, avoid repid changes in ambient 

temperatures. If rapid temperature changes occur-for example, when a new drive 

is shipped to a location during the winter and then brought indoors-let the drive 

acclimate to room temperature before turning it on. In extreme cases, 

condensation forms on the platters inside the drive ':-Iead Disk Asscmbly-

disastrol,!s j(Jr the drive if you turn it on before the condensation can evaporate. 

Most drive manufacturers specify a timetable to use as a guide in acclimating a 

drive to f()OIll temperature before operating it. You usually must wait several 

hours to u day belare a drive bclore a dri'l~ is ready to use after it has wen 

shipped or stored in a cold environment. 
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Most office environments provide a stable temperature in which to operate a 

computer system, but some do not. Be sure to give some consideration to the 

placemenf. of your equipment. 

4.25 POWER CLCLVrNG (ON/OFF) 

The temperature variations a system encounters greatly affects the system's 

physical components. The largest temperature variations a system encounters, 

however arc those that occur during system warm-up when :rou initially turn it on. 

Turning on (also call powering on) a cold system subjects it to the greatest 

possible internal temperature variations. For these reasons, limiting the number 

or powcr-Jn cycks a system is exposed to greatly improves its life and reliability. 

I>HONE LINE SURGE PROTECTORS 

In addition to pr tecting thc power lines, it is critical to pr·)V;de protection to your 

s stems from any phone lines that are connected. r r you are lIsing a modem or 

fax' board that is plugged into the phone system, any surges or spikes that travel 

the phone line can potentially damage your system. In many areas, the phone 

lincs are especially susccptible to lighting strikes, which is the largest caust: of 

fried moderns and any computer equipment attached to them. 

Several companies manufacture or sell simple surge protectors that plug between 

your modern and the phone line. These inexpensive de\'~ces ean be purchased 

from most electronics supply houses. Most of the cabl~ and communication 

product · vendors listed in Appendix B sell these phone line surge protectors. 
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LINE CONDITIONERS 

In addition to high-voltage and current conditions, other problems can occur w·th 

in-coming power. The voltage mjght dip below the levd needed to run the 

system and result in a brownout. Other forms of electrical noise other than simple 

voltage surges or spikes might be on the power line, such as radio-frequency 

intern renct..: qr electric al noise caused by motors or other inductive loads . 

Remember two things when you wire together digital devices (such as computers 

and their peripherals). A wire is an antenna and has a v;; tage induced in it by 

neDrly e ectro-magnetic fields, which can come from other wires, telephones, 

CRTs, motors, Ouoresc nt tixtures, static discharge, and of course, radio 

transmitter. Digif.al circuitry also responds with surprising efficiency to noise of 

even a volt or two, making those induced voltages particularly troublesome. The 

wiring in your building can act as ari antenna and pick up all kind of noise and 

disturbances. A line conditioner can handle many of these types of problems. 

A line cond·tioner is designed to remedy a variety of problems. It filters the 

power, bridges browllouts, suppresses high-voltage and c lffent conditions, and 

generally acts a buffer between the power line and the system. A line conditioner 

docs the job of a surge suppressor, and much morc... It is more of an active 

device functilming continuously rather than a passive device that activates only 

when a surge is prescnt. A line conditioner provides true power conditioning and 

can hand le myriad problems. It contain transformers, capacitors, and other 

c ~r(l) i i r) t,ha ~ temporarily can bridge a brownout or low-voltage situation. These 
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Ulllts usually cost scveral hundreds of dollars, ~;epending on the power-handling 

capacity o[the unit. 

BACKUP POWER 

The next level of power protection includes backup power-protection devices. 

These units c· 1 provide power in case of a complete blackout, which provides the 

timc needed for an orderly system slmtdown. Two types ace available: the 

standby power supply (SPS) and the uninterruptible power supply (UPS). The . . 

UPS is a special device because it does much more than just provide backup 

pow r: it is also the best kind of line conditioner you can buy. 

STANDny l'OWER SUPPLIES (SPS) 

i\. standby power supply is known as an omine device: it fi. nctions only when 

normal power is disrupt<:d. An SPS system uses a special circuit that can scnse 

the AC line current. If the sensor detects a Joss of power on the line, the system 

quickly switches ovcr to a standby battery and power inverter. The power 

invertcr converts the battcry power to 1 IO-volt AC power, which then is supplied 

to the system. 

SPS systc:n.' do work, but sometimes a problem occurs wilh the switch to battery 

power. If the switch is not fast enough, the computer system unit shuts down or 

reboots anyway, which defeats the purpose of having the lJackup power supply. 

A truly oULt anding SPS adds to the circuit a fcrroresonant transformer, a large 

transformer with the capability to store a small amount of power and deliver it 
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during the switch time. Having this device is similar to having on the power line a 

bufTer that you add to an SPS to give it almost truly uninterruptible capability. 

SPS units also mayor may not have internal Line conditioning of their own; most 

cheaper Ul i~s place your system directly on the regular power line under normal 

circumstances and ofter no conditioning. The addition of a ferroresonant 

transtormer to an SPS gives it additional regulatiorui and~rotection capabilities 

cluc to the buffer effect of the transformer. SPS devices without the ferrorsollant 

transformer still require the use of a line conditioner for full protection. SPS 

systems usually cost from $200 to several thousand of dollars, depending on the 

q :lality and power-output capacity. 

UNINTERUI'TIBLE I)OWER SUPPLIES (ups) 

Perhaps the best overall solution to any power problem is to provide a power 

source that is both conditioned and that also cannot Ix' interrupted - which 

describes an uninterruptible power supply. UPSs are known as online systems 

because they continuously function ~md supply power to your computer systems. 

Because ~ ,olr.c c'ompanics advertise ferro resonant SPS devices as though they 

were UPS devices, many now use the term true UPS to describe a truly online 

system. A true UPS system is constructed much the s~,l1'le as an SPS system; 

however, because you always are operating from the battery, there is not 

switching circuit. 

In a true l iPS, your system always operates [rom the battery, with a voltage 

hlvertcr to convert frolll 12 volts DC to 110 volts J\C. You cssentially have j'our 
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own private power system that generates power independently of the AC line. A 

batlery charger connected to the line or wall current. keeps the battery charged at a 

rate equal to or greater than the rate at which power is consumed. 

When po IC I' is disconnected, the true UPS continues limctioning undisturbed 

because the bat cry-charging function is all that is lost. Because you already were 

running off the battery, no switch takes place and no power disruption is possible. 

The battel . then begins discharging at a rale dictated by the; amount of load your 

system places on the unit, which (Based on the size of the battery) gives you 

plenty of til e to execute an orderly system shutdown. Based on an appropriately 

scaled storage battery, the UPS functions continuous, generating power and 

preventing unpleasant surprises. When the line power returns, the battery charge 

begins recharging the battery, again with no interruption. 
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CHAI)TER FIVE 

5.0 COMPUTER VIRUSES/RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 A Virus is . rogram that reproduces its OWll code by attaching itself to other 

executable files in sueh a way that the virus code is executed when the infected 

executable file is execated. 

5.2 TYPES OF IN FECTION 

VIHUSES 

A virus is small piece of soltware that piggy backs on real programs. l~or example, a 

virus might attach itselfto a program such as a spread sheet proglam. Each time the 

spread sheet program runs, the virus too, and it has the chance to reproduce (by 

attaching to other programs) or wreak havoc. 

E-MA~L VIRUS 

An E-mail vir s moves around in -email messages and usuaUy replicates itself by 

automatically mailing itsc1fto dozens ofpeople in the victim's e-mail address book. 

WOI~M 

A worm is a small piece of soil ware that uses Comill!19r networks and security holes 

to re.plicate itself. A copy of the worm scans the n~twork [or another machine that 
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has a specific security hole. It copies itself to the new machine using the security 

hole, 8.nd then starts replicating from there, as welL 

TROJAN HORSES 

A Trojan hor~e 1S simp y a computer program. The program claims to do one thing 

(il may claim lo be a game) bUl instead does damage when you run it (it may erase 

your 1 ARD DISK). Trojan horses have no way to r -,plicat.e automaticaHy. 

5.3 PREVENTION 

-If you are truly worried about traditional (as opposed to e-mail) viruses, you should 

be running a more secure operating system like UNIX. You never hear about viruses 

on these operat:ng system beeause the security features keep viruses (and unwanted 

human visitors) away from your hard disk. 

-If you arc using an unsecured operating system, thcn buying ViRUS PROTECTION 

SOFTWARE is a nice safe guard. 

-If you simply A 010 PROGRAMS FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES (like the 

internet), and instead stick with commercial sotlwarc purchased on CDs, you 

eliminate almo~t all oft'be risk from traditional viruses. In addition~ you should 

DISABLE FLOPPY DISK BOOTING - most co:nputers now allow you to do this, 

and that will eliminate the risk of a boot sector virus coming from a floppy disk 

accidentally left in the drive. 

-You should make sure that MARCRO VIRUS PROTECTION is enabled in all 

Microsoft applications and you should NEVER run MACROS in a document unless 
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you kn w what they do. There is seldom a good reason to add macros to a document, 

so avoiding aLi macros is a great policy. 

-You should NEVER DOUBLE-CLICK ON AN ATTACHMENT THAT 

CONTAINS AN EXECUTABLE THAT ARRIVES AS AN E-MAIL 

ATTACHMENT .. Attachments that come in as word files (.DOC), spread sheets 

(.xLS), llnages (.GIF and JPG), ETC. are data tiLes and they can do no damage 

(noting the macro virus problem in word and Ecxcel documents mentioned above). 

A file with an extension like EXE, COM or VI3S is an executable: and lm executable 

can do any sort of damage it wanL Once you run it, you have given it permission to 

do anything or .. y ur machine. The only defence is to never run executables that 

arrive via e-mail. 
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5.4 RECOMMENDATION 

There are currently over 1000 products of micros in the market. It is important to 

note that this proliferation of systems and their purchase in the absence of any 

well derined guidelines, have some advantages and disadvalltugcs. 

The aim of this p oject is to find a way maintaining a faulty computer at a 

minimum cost, and also suggest possible guiding principles in selecting 

computers for horne and business usc. Therefore, we wish to make the following 

recommendations. 

1. /\ \' id rushing at new systems as spare parts may not be easily available. 

2. The compatibility issues should be carefully studied when selecting 

computer 'ystems. This is important lor easy acce. s to the available 

sollware packages and peripherals. 

S me system are very fanciful and too fragile in nature. They should be 

avo ided if possible. 

The above mentioned points arc deemed necessary because of the 

maintenance problems of the proliferation of systems. 
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REM SIMPLE PROGRAMS ON TROUBLESHOO] INO OF COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

REM TUTORIAL PROGRAM FOR SYSTEM TROUBLE SHCOTINO 

REM DESIGNED BY DARAMOLA KAYODE 

REM DEPAI<TMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS 

REM l;EDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY MINNA, NIGERIA 

CLS 

10 LOCATE 12, 20: PRINT "WELCOME TO TUTOIUAL ON COMPUTER 

TROUBLE':)HOOT~NG" 

20 LOCATE 20, 20: INPUT "INPUT "CONTINUE WITH THE TUTORIAL (yin)"; 

ANS: IF ANS ="N" 0R ANS = "n" THEN END ELSE GOTO 80 

80 CLS 

LOCATE 12,35: PRINT "(1): SYSTEM Ul'JlT" 

I ,OCATE 13,35: PRINT "(2): MONITOR" 

LOCATE 14,35: PRINT "(3): KEYBOARD" 

LOCATE 15,35: PRINT "(4): EXIT" 

LOCATE 17,35: INPUT" SELECT ONE OPTION FROM OPTIONS I - 4"; 

N IF N< 1 OR N > 4 THEN GOTO 10: 

ON N GOSUI3200, 10 

ON N GOSUB 100,290,400,430: END: RETURN 80 

100 REM SUBROUTINE TUTORIAL FOR SYSTEM UNIT 

CLS 

PRINT ''IF SYSTEM DOES NOT POWER UP" 
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PRINT" " 

PRINT "*SYSTEM UNIT PLUG IN": PRlNT "*POWER CORD LOOSE OR 

BROKEN" 

PRINT "*WALL SOCKET FAULTY OR CIRCUIT BREAKER OPEN" 

PRINT "*Sl-IORT CIRCUIT IN COMPUTER SYSTEM CAUS~NG POWER 

SUP}' v SHUT DOWN'" 

PRINT "*POWER SUPPLY fAULTY" 

PRINT 

PRINT "*11' SYSTEM DOES NOT BOOT": PRINT" " --

PRJNT " *NON-BOOTABLE DlSKETTE IN DRIVE A" 

PRINT "*I-IARD DISK DRIVE NOT INITIALISED" 

PRlNT "FAULTY CMOS SETUP INfORMATION" 

PRINT "*LOOSE DISK DRIVE CONTROL, DATA OR PO~,R CABLE" 

PRINT "POWER SUPPLY LOADED PAST WATTAGE LIMIT" 

PRINT "*EXPANSION CARD LOSE IN SLOT" 

PRINT "* IF S '{STEM FREEZES, CRASHES, OR REBOOTS 

SPONTANEOUSL Y" 

PR NT "_. __ _ ___ _ - -----_. 

PRINT "::'FA JLTY RAM DEVICE": PRINT "*LOOSE MOTHERBOARD POWER 

CONNECTOR" 

PIUNT "*EXt>ANSION CARD LOOSE IN SLOT''' 

PRINT"*CONFLlCTING llARDWARE ASSIGNh/ENl S (DMA CHANNEL, IRQ, 

HARDWARE PORT AD 
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PRINT "*MEMJ ItY':HESIDENT PROGRAM AND DRIVER CONFLICT" 

200 PRINT "NOISE FROM SYSTEM UNIT" 

210 PRINT "__ " -------------------

~)20 PRINT "*NORMAL POWER SUPPLY NOISE (FAN HUM, AlR 

MOVEME~T)" 

PRJNT"*NORMAL HARD DISK DRIVE NOiSE (HUM, OR SUGHT WI HNi<. 

RUNNING," 

PRINT "CHATTER OR FAINT SQUEAKlNG WHEN HEADS MOVE)" 

PRINT "*rAULTY COOUNG FAN (LOUD HUM, CHATTER, 

OVERl-lEA'rlNG SMELLS)" 

230 Plnl\T ,,* ;i ARD DISK DRIVE (LOUD OR REPEATED CHAITER OR 

THUMP," 

PRINT "LOUD WHINE)" 

240 PRINT "NO SOUND FROM SPEAKER" 

.~50 PRINT' " 

260 PRlNT "A SPEAKER CONNECTION TO MOTHER BOARD LOOSE." 

PRJNT "*PROGRI\MS NOT MAKING USE OF SPEAKERS." 

261 PRJNT "DISK DRIVES" 
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262 

263 

264 

PRINT" " 

PRINT "HARD AND FLOPPY DISK DruVES CAN DISPLAY THE 

rOLLC WING PROBLEMS:" 

PRINT "READ FAILURE": PRINT" " - - ---

265 PRINT ""'NO DISK IN DISK£TTE DIUVE:' 

266 

PRfNT"*DISKETTE NOT FIlTh1L Y SEATED IN DRIVE (3 .5-lNCH 

DRIVES) OR DRIVE" 

PRINT "DOOR NOT CLOSED (S.2S-INCH DRIVE)" 

PIUNT "*DISK NOT FORMATTED OR (HARD DRiVE ONLY) NOT 

INITIALiZED" 

PRINT' '''WRITE FAILURE": PRINT" " -------

267 PRINT ""'NO DISK IN DISKETTE DRIVE" 

PRINT' *DISKETTE NOT REALLY SEATED IN DRIVE (3.S-INCH 

RIVE) OR DRIVE" 

PRINT 'DOOR NOT CLOSED (S.2S-INCH DRlVES)" 

PRINT"*DISKETTE WR1TE PROTECTED" : PRINT 

270 INPUT "CONTINUE WITH THE DIAGNOSES", AS 

IF AS = "Y" OR AS ="Y" THEN CLS : GOTO 20 
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280 RETURN: CLS 

290 REM SUBROUTINE TUTORIAL FOR TI-JE MONITOR: CLS 

300 

310 

CLS : PRINT "IF THERE IS NO VIDEO DISPLAY" 

PRINT" --. " 

320 PRINT ""'MONITOR NOT PLUG IN, OR N\)T TUNED ON" 

PRINT "*YIDEO CABLE NOT CONNECTED TO VIDEO ADAPTER" 

PRINT ":t'YIDEO CABLE FAULTY" 

PRINT'*[NCORRECT MONITOR TYPE FOR THE VIDEO ADAPTER IN 

USE" 

PRINT" A MOTHERBOARD COLOR/MONO SELECT DIP-SWITCH SET 

INCORPO ·~TED" 

330 PRJ \IT "*lNCORRECT VIDEO TYPE SPECIFIED IN SET UP 

(80386/8048 SYSTEM ONLY) 

PRINT "VIDEO ADAPTER INCORRECTLY CONFIGURATED" 

PRINT "*INCORRECT VIDEO MODE SELECTED" 

PRINT "SOFTWARE INCORRECTLY CONFIGURED" 

340 PRINT ""'MONITOR INCORRECTLY CONFIGURED (APPLIES 

MOSTLY TO MULTISCAN AND PRINT "VGA MONITOR" 
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PRINT "*SOFTWARE SCREEN-BLANKING UTILITY IN OPERATlON." 

350 PRINT "FAULTY VIDEO DISPLAY" 

360 PRINT" " ---------------------

370 PRINT "*1 NCORR.ECT VIDEO MODE SELECTED." 

PIU '.IT "*VIDEO ADAPTER INCORRECTLY CONFIGURED." 

PRINT "*MONITOR VERTICAL AND/OR HORlZONT AL HOLD 

AND SIZE CONTROLS" 

P. INT"MISADJUSTD" 

, PRINT"*MONITOR BIUGHTNESS AND/OR CONTRAST 

CONTROLS MISADJUSTED." 

PRlNT"*SOFTWARE INCORRECTLY CONFIGURED." 

PRINT"*INSUFFICLENT VIDEO RAM (VGFA, OLDER EGA ONL Y)." 

PRINT"*MOTHERBOARD MASTER OSCILLATION INCORRECTLY 

TRIMMED" 

PRINT" (OLDER CGA SYSTEMS ONL Y)." 

390 RETuRN: CLS 

400 REM SU I ROUTINE TUTORIALS FROM THE KEYBOARD 

MAIYUNCTIONS" 

410 LS: PRINT "I F THE KEYBOARD MALFUNCTIONS" 

PRINT "*KEYBOARD NOT FIRMLY PLUGED INTO MOTHERBOARD PORT." 
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PRINT"*XT-STYLE USED WITH 80386 OR 80486 MOTHERBOARD." 

PRINT" OR AT STYLE KEBOARD USED \VJTH 90G8 OR 8086 MOTHERBOARD." 

420 PRINT "*SWITCHAllLE KEYllOARD SET TO WRONG TYPE (XT/AT) FOR 

MOTHERBOARD." 

PRI NT "* KE BOARD LOCK SWITCH IN LOCK POSITION." 

PRINT "*KEYBOARD LOCKED SWITCH WIRlNG LOOSE ON 

MOTH ERBCARD," 

PRINT" OfZ CONNECTOR REVE SED." 

430 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO EXIT THE TUTORIAL"; YS 

IF YS = "N" OR YS = "N" THEN GOTO 20 ELSE 

440 END 
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